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CHAPTER X

GKITERAL INTRODUCTION

The material presented in this dissertation cannot be said

to form a coherent unit. In fact there is a division of the

material into three independent sections, each section being

devoted to a separate piece of research.

The first chapter following the present one contains an

investigation into the relations between a classical field theory

and its quantum mechanical counterpart. More specifically the

subject of study is one aspect of this relation, the question

of boundary or initial conditions. It is well known that for

the equations one encounters in a classical field theory, the

correct initial conditions consist of a specification of a field

and its normal derivative over a single space-like surface. It

is also known that certain restrictions must be in^osed on the

boundary values for the field that one may specify over two

distinct space-like surfaces. We have shown, for free fields at

least, that the classical restrictions possess a well-defined

quantum counterpart. The classical statement is simply that

certain pairs of boundary values oa ^ and
on Cx cannot be connected by a well-defined solution of the free

field equations. The corresponding quantum theoretical statement

is that the amplitudes

Ce£ <ra / $O

vanish if Cp and are inaccessible in the classical sense.



The problem of two point boundary conditions is of course

very interesting for the case of fields interacting through non¬

linear equations. Some attempt is made to discuss this question,

making use of the Peynman principle. Also, in this chapter, the

general foundations of a representation in which the field

functions are diagonal is examined in some detail.

The third chapter concerns itself with a classification of

unitary transformations in field theory. In particular we

consider the effects on the 0*-deoay interaction of a certain set

of phase-like transformations. The latter transformations were
1 2

discussed by Pursey and Pauli, and the importance of the

invariants under the transformations pointed out. The central

theorem of Pursey and Pauli is considered and just to what extent

this theorem reduces the number of observable coupling constants

is indicated.

Finally the concluding chapter treats an abortive atteiopt

to use a vertex-insertion technique, devised by Green**, for
investigating the structure of propagators in quantum electro¬

dynamics. The relation of the technique to the Lehman-like

parametrisatlon of propagators is indicated. Also included in

this chapter is a method for evaluating the electron magnetic

moment independently of the Karplus and Kroll calculation. The

Schwinger term is computed using this method.
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CHAPTER

^ . CAUCHY PROBLEM 117 FIELD THEORY

1, Introauction

The general purpose of the investigation carried out in this

chapter was the study of the relationship "between a quantised field

theory and its classical counterpart. Apart from the formal

similarities "between the two theories we understand very little

about their interrelations. It would be interesting to see

how deeply the results of a classical theory are embedded in the

corresponding quantum theory. The two theories possess within

their frameworks the same equations of motion. However, in the

classical case these equations are satisfied by c- ramiber field

quantities, while in the quantum theory the equations of motion

are to be satisfied by quantised operators.

Nevertheless it is possible to find consequences of the

classical field equations which carry over into the quantum theory.

In most field theories of Interest the equations of motion are of

the normal hyperbolic type, Ha&amard1 has demonstrated that for

such equations (in the classical theory) one can. specify the

fields and their nor al derivatives on any space-like surface

and thus obtain a unique solution of the equations throughout

space-time. He has also shown that in general it is not possible

to Iropose on a normal hyperbolic partial differential equation two

point boundary conditions. By this we means in general one cannot

specify the field over two different space-like surfaces. It is



the question of determining whether the inadmissibility of two

point boundary conditions in the classical theory has an analogue

in the quantum theory, that forms the main thesis of the present

investigation.

Of course it was necessary to recognise what could provide

for the quantum theory the analogue of two point boundary conditions.

If one views the quantum theory from the 'configuration* point of

view, i.e. specifies the states of the system by the eigenvalues of

the field operators on a given space-like surface, then an appropriate

analogue is easy to find. A state of the system on the surface

may be written / t where Oo refers to the eigen¬
values of the field operators on <7- . The quantities of interest

to us are the transition amplitudes

I 4> <r. ) (1)

One might conjecture whether the above amplitude vanishes when the

fixing of the classical field at the values $>,(*. } on <7; and

<y£ on represents an inadmissible boundary value
specification. It is shoim on the present work that this conjecture

is correct at least for field theories describing free particles or

particles coupled at most to a c -number external source.

In later sections of this chapter the Peynman principle Is

used to evaluate the amplitude (l) in the case when cf> and
Cjf> represent admissible boundary values, and also to investigate

the validity of the above conjecture for non-linear fields. It is



of course clear that very little can be said about non-linear fields,

even if one falls back on perturbation theory*

The Feynraan principle is a most useful tool for explaining the

relation between classical and quantum field theories. If, however,

the Feynman principle is to be understood then one must consider the

existence of the states I <t> with more seriousness. In

particular one would like to obtain a connection between the \
representation and the more easily understood occupation number

representation. In an appendix to this chapter we have exhibited

explicitly a connection between the two representations for free

fields. This connection is used to show what effect the limit

O* -* i oo has on the states and CcjsO'l

2, The Cauchv Problem for Classical Fields,

We have already indicated that our arguments will be restricted

to free field theories. For definiteness we will consider a real,

scalar field $6^ which satisfies the Klein-Gordon (K-G) equation

One might then state the classical Cauchy problem as follows. Is it

possible to find a unique solution of (1), regular throughout space-

time, which satisfies the boundary conditions

(1)



—

cj CtC > * (2)

(3)

where ~YlMc*-} Is a unit normal to O and 9^f 9^. are two
well behaved functions defined on the spacelike surface CT. ?

The classical problem admits of a positive solution, which

was stated by Hadaraard^. If we restrict ourselves to plane surfaces

we may write down the classical solution in the form

r. ^dc' AC*-X'i <f> <*■'} + Cdf?'71M dyA (■*-*') f><x) (h)
0- I ~

The function A6c-x'^ is the familiar solution of the homogeneous

Klein-Gordon equation satisfying

A (<\ * O > *• e (J- (5)

Ac*) s , x- e <r (6)

where YlM 8^, C*) is a three-dimensional delta function on the
surface Q- *

If in place of specifying ^C<) and its normal derivative
on we had attempted to fix on. Vt &ud <7^ we

would have found in general that we had posed an Inadmissible
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problem. It Is possible for two functions cf> i*,) and
defined for *, on O", and Xx on ^ » to be inaccessible
from one another in the sense that they cannot be connected by

any well defined solution of (1).
The existence of the above inaccessibility can be demonstrated

by considering the Fourier-transformed boundary value problem. This

is perhaps not the most elegant fashion in which to proceed, but it

has the virtue of avoiding the more sophisticated mathematics used

by Hadaiaard. Consider first, the Fourier transform of the field

<$>Cx\ . Any solution of the B>G equation possesses a three-

dimensional transform and we may write

There is no difficulty in reproducing the * admissible*

solution (h) in momentum space. We restrict ourselves to a plane

surface Cf oriented so that its normal is in the direction of

the or t -axis. In fact we simply ask that on the surface

C&CJt-) = t'i* +- yu*
(7)

The reality of Qc*)hasbeen indicated explicitly.

t S 0 i

(3)

— S^x ^ ^
ae

(9)



If and <£>(*) are quafiratical1:/ Integrable throughout
space we may introduce their transforms

Cp(i) = j d*L (10)

= J'1* <£(&cr'*'S (11)

The unique solution of (1) satisfying the set (10, 11) then is t

<g£ ck\ z Jc!*k. c.c-'& £Cozvt - +- siuOt (12)

Suppose on the other hand we seek a solution of (1) satisfying

(13)

£<.*) *,s> tT(3A)

Such a solution will exist provided it is possible to find a function
• a

cf> possessing a Fourier-transform (A ) which satisfies

q£ a) S ['</*£ e.L~M- [ Cc**v7 (*) + S-m.6>T ^ {&)] (15)
' ' A3 '

In terms of the transform of * (15) reads
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(k.) c<n ozT *- s u*-COT (16)
CO

Formally then, the required normal derivative of <$>£*.) on

t a 0 has the transform.

^ —- [_ 4^ (*} — ^ {*} tiworj
SiUcor

(17)

However, there exist a set of singular points I k*.\ defined by

r- fll-fj-x T -
(18)

for which (16) will not admit of a finite solution.

At the singular set £ { we require for finitenses

ciS>= (->)" (19)*

which clearly need not obtain. Thus cf> £*") and Cjk c*)
will be inaccessible from each other unless their Fourier transforms

are connected in the fashion

= <^> Or) Cera O T ¥- k (* > Sue O T (20)

k It appears that to render *)*». <** accessible from one
need only change ^ (*) at a set of measure zero, and hence from the
Lehesgue point of view (k\ not at all. However, one must view
the Fourier transforms of <£r*) and <?£/£) as Lebesgue-Stieltjes trans¬
forms (or Rieraann-Stieltjes transforms) i,e, one must include the

possibility of a Fourier series over the set lkH i *



where ^^4) is well defined and possesses a Fourier transform.

Should <$> cand <$> <*s not he accessible in the above sense the
'

. *
normal derivative confuted using ( 'v) will lead to an

infinite classical path •

7
The Fourier transformation ' enables one to regard the field

as a superposition of linear harmonic oscillators. One might

write

<£<*•> = —[***. c'* * (21)
(JTC^ J 7

and deduce as equations of motion for the amplitudes ^
\

cick.+\ + UJ* <f - o (22)
pf ' '

The accessibility condition is then easily understood in terms of

the oscillators . A specification of <£<*-) at

t = 0 and t = T corresponds to a specification of each oscillator

amplitude at these times. However, if we consider the special set

q (kH i-e) we see that because of the periodicity of (21)

* <-*)" <}(*» >7) C22)

There is, in effect, a separate accessibility condition for each of

the critical oscillators. The restriction imposed on the amplitudes

is a direct consequence of the periodic nature of

the free field equation (1). This point of view will be helpful when
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it comes to analysing the quantum analogue of accessibility.

3. The Cauchv Problem. in quantum Field Theory,

In any discussion of a quantum analogue for accessibility

one mast introduce the configuration representation of the field.

The heraitean field is to be regarded in the

q-number theory as an operator in the Hilbert space. A basis of

physical states is specified in Hilbert space by a complete set

of commuting observable®. The configuration representation is

obtained by choosing the coa^>lete set to be the operators

with * ranging over a space-like surface Q~ , The causal

nature of the theory guarantees that <£> £*) and ex.')

commute when both x and k ' lie on y . A typical state

) <4>» cr^ in the configuration representation is then specified

by the eigenvalue equation

qf>CX) I ^ = cf>LK^ | <£,0-) j xet> U)

In a recent discussion W. Pauli expressed doubt as to the

existence of the configuration states. In an appendix to this chapter

we have considered the meaning of the states i cjbjO^ in more detail.

Let us, however, accept their existence and continue with the main line

of discussion.
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It seems natural, In seeking an analogue for the two-point

boundary value problem of the c-number theory, to fix one* s
attention on the transformation function

C r* I 4; <r. <2)

connecting the configuration representations on two distinct

space-like surfaces O", and (% . For definiteness and also
for mathematical simplicity we take these surfaces to toe the planes

t = 0, t = T,

We have conjectured in the introduction to this chapter that

if and are classically inaccessible the amplitude

(2) vanishes. We will first present a rather simple proof of this

conjecture which is, however, not completely rigorous. Let us

suppose that ^ and <f> are indeed classically inaccessible,
and that in addition contrary to our suspicions !<£>&,) 1 o
Then we can construct the c-number

= ge /^xS/qfeq;) (J)
I

t V, )

The following observations can then be made:

(a) x C*)> is a real space-time function satisfying the

K-G equation,
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(b) }P <x> * (*) ecr~t (h)

and f ^ (Qu\ j * 6 (5)

Hence we have exhibited a well defined classical solution of the

K-G equation which connects the inaccessible function ^6^*) ,

• This is undoubtedly a contradiction and we might

conclude

I 4} <r, } s O (6)

This conclusion is, unfortunately, justified only if the finite-

ness of

C4-x<\ / # £*> / ) <7>

can be demonstrated. The latter amplitude is certainly finite for

x on ^ , or X on C, #

To rigorously establish the vanishing of (<?/> <TX J cfe(j/) when
<f> and cf> are inaccessible we must return to the picture of

£>(<) as a superposition of oscillators.
Consider, then, the expansion

<J>zxb * —d- f cjU^-b) e (8)
j

where we reinterpret *1 and Cj(£st) as operators in Hilbert
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space. We may, by restricting ourselves to plane surfaces, introduce

onee more the critical freauencio# = a n .

T

It is the amplitudes referring to these critical frequencies that

result in the vanishing of the transformation function for the

inaccessible case.

We have indicated in the appendix to this Chapter that the

transformation function connecting configuration representation

states of an harmonic oscillator at the times t = 0, t = T is

I y.,u) * e1'"7")
to [ + »

_ i
i

l / - c 2t^r
(9)

By a suitable limiting procedure it is then possible to show that

for the critical frequencies ,

(%,T I1. ,o)„, = 5 C9,- (10)
9 ' ; -

In vie?; of the independence of each of the modes <f L*tt) con-

tributing to <*V we then expect the factor

5 £ c- C-i)n J to appear in the amplitude

7~ /<£,, oV • If the classical accessibility condition is violated
at any of the points the overall transition amplitude

(<j>x ,T J <^>o) will vanish.
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k, Free Field Coualetl to c-nunber External Source.

The arguments presented in the last section apply in a

modified fashion to a field 5^*) coupled at most to a fixed

c-number external source. The essential point is that the field

still satisfies a linear equations

<$") ~ j<*"> (i)

Let us first establish the existence of a classical inaccessibility

for (1), A general solution is obtained in the form

* Jd4k'&JCx>\ (2)

where $ cx\ is an arbitrary solution of the homogeneous K-G

equation and C*-x') is a Green's function satisfying the

inhomogeneous equation

(Oz-^ir) - $(*-*■') (3)

The exact character of Acis fixed by the boundary

conditions imposed on , Let us fix A& C*-*') and
O ^

write

/<*> = Joo = iVx'A^u-rJJd') (14.)

^jE^CO - (x) — £ix) (55
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Thus, If the "boundary conditions for reafi

djf" <_* , O ) r

<£ C<,T^ =

<3V*,eO:i "f = -9,^

#0^1^* <£'*> -f(s>r) =

(6)

(?)

the corresponding conditions on the free solution are

(8)

(9)

Clearly if there is to exist a solution of (1) connecting <$> and

then it must "be possible to find a solution of the free field

equation connecting and Ji^x) .

It might be thought that even in the event (&, fx) $ &

represent an inaccessible set one could choose an alternative

solution of (3)» say -\>) , which would render the

boundary conditions on (x) accessible. It is easy to

establish, however, that if one choice of leads to an

inaccessible set of boundary values, so must any other choice

/S^' • For consider the free field problem with the set of
inaccessible boundary values ( \ § jjL (* 3 J $ or

alternatively the accessible set (j$ Vo > £
have from the general accessibility condition (11.2,20)
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= C£, +- r{^)C<xr<0T + kjt} s>«wr (10)

(*} = ($/(*)) Cm tor + h',it)s> ^ COT (11)

with VCt) definitely different from ssero on at least one of the

critical set . It is then self evident that

represent an inaccessible choice of boundary

conditions in the free field case.

For the problem at hand we are supposing

-3, C*)= <*) - i" C X,C>) fl2N

4?2f*) = <fcxu) - f rx ,T) (13)

are inaccessible from each other while

= <$(£)- (14)

fi) * <£<«>" S'O.r) (15)

are accessible. Since we have, however,

f CO * Jc*> (l6)

and if CO = c/ Jc*.) (17),
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lt is clear f is a solution of the free K-G

equation connecting 3,-3/ -$x~3z' » W©
must therefore conclude that the sets (12, 13) and (lh>15) are

accessible or inaccessible together*

Similar arguments to those used for the free field now indicate

the vanishing of (<rr / <$> o> ) for a q-number field coupled at

most to an external c-number source.

5, Evaluation of the Transformation Function in the Accessible Case.

For the free quantum-theory one can obtain an explicit expression

for the transformation function

C<& >T / <}>, ,0 ) W
In the case where and <£> are inaccessible we have seen the
above amplitude vanishes, When <^b and are accessible we can

make use of the existence of the classical path connecting them to

evaluate the Feynman. functional integral for the amplitude (l),

Polkinghorne^ and. others have shown that it is possible to

formulate field theory using an analogue of Feynman's integral over all

paths. The amplitude (l) is in fact taken to be

64 1 <r, ) " N"'(v) j s<j> e.Ll (2)
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The functional integral is extended over those space-time functions

fai*) which achieve the values fa and 9^ on 07 and <fx
respectively* Also 1 (<f>) is the classical action with respect to
the space-time volume, V, "between 07 , <rx • Finally N" £v)
is a normalising factor depending only on the space-time volume V.

Let us consider, then, the free scalar field with a Lagrangian

* - i (3)

We suppose that a classical path, fa Cx) exists connecting any pair
of "boundary values fa , 9$ * (Albeit in case fa * fa are
inaccessible this path is infinite). Then we can write for an

arbitrary function facx) which attains the values fa on 07
and fa on <7^ ,

fa Cx) s ^ Cx) ^ fa Cx)
w

where bt*\ vanishes on both <?, and 0\ . If now one

makes use of the classical equations of motion for as well as
. • ; 1 ' • - 1 !

, *

the vanishing of bM on the boundary surfaces one obtains

= 1 c<#0 + I C{rc*>) (5)

i.e. the action is separated into a contribution from the

classical path, which we may refer to as the 'classical action', and

a contribution from the auxiliary function Cx) # in the functional
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integral in (2) we may change variables from to

and then absorb idle integration over into the normalization

factor.

There results

(/V'CV)r&iI£^ (6)

In deducing the above value for the transition amplitude we have
5

followed an argument due to Davison .

At this point we must indicate that (6) possesses only a

formal meaning. If a classical path actually exists connecting

and cf>z then (6) may remain as it stands. However, when
<f, and are inaccessible toe classical path is not

well defined. In fact we have seen becomes infinite in this

case and hence € ^ ' is indeterminate. A trick often used
6

to give meaning to functional integrals involves the insertion into

the Lagrangian of a terra J. i 6 * Cx.} with e small and positive.

This amounts to adding a small negative, imaginary part to the mass

term. If one ?/ere naive, one might say that the result of such an

insertion into the mass term would be the vanishing of the amplitude

/ <£( O", } for the case and <f>K inaccessible. This
heuristic agreement is of little more than suggestive value. It

tends to confuse the two points of the meaning of the functional

integral per se and the boundary value problem for the field.

It is perhaps of some interest to include in this section an

evaluation of the classical action J ( cf>c ) appearing in (2),
Considering the planes t = 0, t » T, it is possible, either by



direct calculation or "by using a result of Feynman' e for harmonic

oscillators, to obtain I «£ } as a functional of the
boundary values <£ and c£ , Peynman^ has shown that the
action for an oscillator whose coordinate has the values

<l*% >**<=>

7* fx > t--T . £7)

is given by

I (<?,><?, >7) * M Cert COT CurfcOT
- ^><7*7, CU<jjcc cor (*)

ft
Martin then has indicated that the generalization to a field

c»c) 9 which is considered to be a superposition of

oscillators, is

1 i 4,oJ * jct'i.fd'i,
4 pv <£ cy,) ft#J ")

+ zf<j'f, |d'Jf, 57 <£ c*) 5"2 ^,) NLi.-s^T)

(9)

The operator ft must be defined through a Fourier transformation
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but symbolically is written

fl « (10)

The inunctions M are given by

M t*,t V = . /'** e~c - onf ^r
£*)3 J ~T7K~

(11)

/V fe >0 = ' Ct*£c 60r (12)3
2A3

Although strictly speaking II and. N possess no well-defined

meaning the expression (9) for the action makes sense when <t ll)
and are accessible*

By making use of the expansions

(jyt (C>T - Z Z S> '^i, 2.-n U>T
A so

(13)

Ckp

Cv-9£L tOT ~ 2. ZL £ "*-(?■H.+ ') ^>T (1^-)
Kzo

we may introduce the formal expressions

oo

Al «,T-i - 2 4 (a ,*nT) (15)h - o

oo

/V f£,T) « - Z ^ r) (16)
h. = 0

where is the familiar invariant solution of the K-G
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equation.

With each of the terras in the expansion for I, If we can

associate two points in space-time. For example in the third tern

of (9) 9 is a point on O*, while (*!t >(*■"+>) t )
is a point obtained from (&, >©y on 0~2 hy n reflections
in the surface <77 • The first and second terns of (9) when

combined with the expansion (15) for M give rise to correlations

between points on the same surface.

6. Ambiguity in the Classical Path.

Up to this point we have avoided any mention of the unique¬

ness of the classical path connecting an accessible pair of boundary

values ^&) ♦ A very little reflection indicates
that the classical path (*) cannot be uniquely defined even

for the accessible case. One need only add to any

solution of the K-G equation which vanishes on the two boundary

surfaces t » 0 and t = T. The }gauge* allowable in the classical

path then has the form

<£. Lx\ * 2 f (*"> S ( AV>u* -nxn* t"*■) ec^ - nn:t% He/ V ' 7"

The choice of the coefficients <2„ Ct) is completely arbitrary

aside from the requirement that the Fourier integro-series in (1)

converge.

It is necessary to examine the effect of $ ^*) on a
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calculation of matrix elements in the <y -number theory. It is
easy to demonstrate that the above ambiguity yields a vanishing

contribution to the action X C<fe\ and hence .the transition
amplitude (cf^^r I <$>,o) is uniquely defined. Nevertheless*
using Davison1s techniques we may obtain

-far) T(#<-> $C*'))IW

Thus there will be an in&eflniteness in the Green's function

appropriate to the surfaces t « 0, t = T,

The ambiguity in the classical path corresponds to the

introduction of infinite indeterminate terms into the amplitudes

for the critical frequencies. The set are obviously

intimately related to the time-like interval T between the

boundary surfaces. For this reason one might associate the

resonance effect represented by with the sharpness in

definition of the bounding surfaces. Perhaps, therefore, it

would be reasonable to smear out these surfaces in some fashion

and thus eliminate the resonance. Aside from the difficulty of

carrying out such a programme in practice, any averaging of this

nature would tend to mask the accessibility feature of the field.

The present difficulty could be cited as one more argument in

favour of using space-like surfaces located at t » - 00 , We

Indicated some further arguments along this line in the appendix.

For the purposes of further discussion, however, we will

select out as the natural classical path that one involving no
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zio S -functions. Thus we regard the resonance as spurious and

of little physical interest.

7. Non-Linear Fields

We have purposely restricted our previous discussions to free

fields or at most to fields interacting linearly with an external

source. The real physics of present day field theories is

embedded, however, in non-linear interactions between the free

fields. It is then more interesting to examine the inaccessibility

problem for fields interacting through non-linear equations.

Unfortunately not much can be said about non-linear field

equations. We will, nevertheless, set down a few speculative

remarks about the Cauchy problem for such equations.

As a representative model we will consider a scalar field

interacting with itself through a cubic term in the Lagrangian.

The equation satisfied by such a field has the form

( £7z~/h-x) <*> = >• (1)

where A is a numerical constant. Very little is known about the

existence of solutions of (l), and certainly no general solution

is possible at present. The entire question of one or two point

boundary conditions for solutions of (1) is then rather nebulous.

We will, however, indicate through a perturbation solution the

possibility of a classical inaccessibility for (l). For this purpose

we suppose ^ is in some sense, small.
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We recall that It is the hyperbolic nature of the free

equation, refloated in the periodicity of the oscillators Into

which one can decompose the free field, that is responsible for

tii© existence of an inaccessibility* sine© the free equation

and (1) have this hyperbolic nature in eomra©» it would not be

entirely surprising if aquation (1) exhibited the inaccessibility#

Mjfitflff- we might expect for X very small indeed that the non¬

linear accessibility would be mainly a property of the lowest

order in the perturbation solution,

Let us suppose then a solution exists in the form

<£>c*')= (2)

where <f £*) is to be a solution of the homogeneous K-Q
#

equation independent of A , while is a small

eorreetlon to which an bo cwpanflefl as a power series

in a ,

/?£*) s A A># A ^x. ' (3)

The assumption that a solution of (2) exists in the form (3) is
not a trivial on®, but there is little else we can start from*

Inserting equations (2) and (3) into equation (1) there results

c a l-/u*) (t) ^ o
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(Q2-f*) = <#/<*> (5)

We will in fact cut off the set of coupled equations at this

point considering the problem only to first order in A .

The equation (5) can be integrated immediately in a formal

fashion to give

6c} = bP, 60 + A c,
(6)

where if, U) is an arbitrary solution of the homogeneous K-G
equation and. Ac, 6c-<') a Green's function for the same

equation. Let us now in^ose on the entire solution U)

the boundary conditions

<g§. ^ <j> tx) (7)

(*y7 ) = ^

where and are accessible with respect to the homogeneous

K-G equation. We can then indicate a procedure which might yield

a solution of the non-linear equation connecting ^6 and <^>
The boundary conditions to be in^osed on the solution up to

first order in A are

*• A (£■ + A^ <£* ) C*,ob = cf> (*) (9)
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(10)

Since 4> and 4> are accessible In the free field case we
« a.

could take

<§ C* , o - c/p ^ ) (11)

,r ) = ^ (12)

thus determining <^x) , Whether or not we have proved

<^fc> and accessible in the lon-linear case will now depend
on the accessibility of

- and - (A* #/)<*,r) (13)

for the free case, for is an arbitrary solution of the free

field equation which could be taken to satisfy the boundary conditions

(13)• If (13) represent an inaccessible pair of boundary conditions,

however, we will have proved nothing. Pertinent to the argument is

the fact that our results are independent of the choice of Green*s

function A ^ • This is a consequence of certain statements
made in Section (II.4 ) on free fields coupled to external sources.
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In the case <^b , are inaccessible as free field

boundary values we might use the following naive argument to

Demonstrate their inaccessibility for the non-linear equation,

The general accessibility condition (II,2,20) indicates that two

inaccessible boundary values cannot be rendered accessible by an

infinitesimal change in their Fourier transforms. Thus it follows

for a given inaccessible set ( 4 . <h ) a can be chosen

sufficiently small so that the contribution of the A- dependent

term in ( 9>/o) is numerically too small to achieve accessibility.

The obvious flaw in this line of reasoning is that and

hence Ac, ^ c*) become infinite if the inaccessible boundary

values ( , cf>x ) are imposed on

The inadmissibility of two point boundary conditions is still

undoubtedly an open question. Even if classical inaccessibility

could be demonstrated, there is no direct method for applying the

result to the quantised theory. There is the possibility, however,

of malting use of the heuristic argument presented in Section (II,5),
The non-linear system (l) has a Lagrangian

L* ~i Cd» " t

The Feynman principle may be applied to deduce the transition

amplitude ( d> § I c£ , ) for the non-linear system.'i 1

In the functional integral involved we must include all space-time

functions satisfying the prescribed boundary conditions.

We assume that a classical path, # exists for any assignation

of boundary values and write
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£x) (*5)

where £>**> is any function vanishing on both boundaries.
Using Davison* s techniques once again we obtain

(<^<rt I c^ot - e L ~ ^^ >£>1^ v

X (o, ovl e'ixl,4'"1^trt1(16)

where <£u) is the quantised operator. In the case when
and <f>^ are inaccessible (for the non-linear system) it

would be reasonable to er ect the classical path <f> to

become infinite. The argument presented in Section (II,5) would

then indicate the factor in (16) involving the classical action

vanishes, while the second factor becomes indeterminate. Again

we can come to no definite conclusion and the existence of a

quantum mechanical inaccessibility for non-linear fields is very

much in doubt.

3. Discussion

We have presented in the preceding sections of this chapter

a rather lengthy discussion of two point boundary conditions in a

classical theory and the corresponding problem in quantum field

theory. It is perhaps not unreasonable to ash what is the purpose
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served by such an investigation. Prom a general point of view it
is quite possible that non-linear equations will be of importance
in establishing a mass spectrum for elementary particles. Clearly,

then, one is interested in the existence of particle-like solutions
of the classical self-interacting field equations. In any dis¬

cussion of the nature of solutions of partial differential equations

boundary (or initial) conditions are of utmost ia^ortance. We have
indicated one aspect of the boundary value problem for classical
non-linear equations and their quantum counterparts.

Also in using the Peynman principle for the basis of field

theory one must understand the configuration states /<&<>)
and the transition amplitudes l^.o, ) • To calculate

these amplitudes from the Peynman principle by the Davison

technique it seems essential that a classical path, joining

and , exists. In the inaccessible case it would not be

necessary to compute the amplitude if one suspects it vanishes.

We have established the vanishing for at least the free fields and

have indicated its possibility for self-interacting fields.
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APPENDIXt Configuration Representation States for 3bace-like

Surfaces at Finite and Infinite Times.

In the quantum theory of a free Klein-Gordon field one can

regard the field operator as a superposition of an in¬

finite number of independent harmonic oscillators. The configuration

state / d") can be given meaning by considering it to be

a direct product of oscillator states. Pauli suggests that such an

infinite product is unlikely to have any significant meaning. He

proposes that in view of the singular nature of the operators

<§U-) one ought to treat only quantities representing

averages over finite regions in space. Crudely speaking one might

achieve such an averaging by quantising in a box of finite size and

also by imposing a cut off on the momentum spectrum. Provided some

of the critical frequencies remained in the spectrum our

discussion would not be materially altered. If, however, an average

over time is required then it is likely the inaccessibility would

not be present.

It is interesting that the states / can be exhibited

explicitly for the free field. A suggestive fashion in which to

obtain these states is to trace the development of the corresponding

states for an oscillator. We consider a single harmonic osoillator

with the coordinate <^(t) and canonical momentum p (t) satis¬
fying the commutation relation

t ] * i (1)

We can introduce the operators <X } ct+ by
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act) = -L (2)' C2a)i.

which by virtue of (l) satisfy

LQ.,ct-:i= i
It is well known that Q. and 0.+ are respectively the

annihilation and creation operators for the oscillator in an

occupation number representation. It is equally well known that

a connection "between the configuration representation, in which

Cfit) is diagonal, and the occupation number representation is
obtained by use of the states

a-k <•»/«• • ff<fe 1^* lo}/<?',t).-L,z "-K ^ ico (5) ,

where 1°^ is the vacuum state of the occupation number

representation, while h.*. ( is the Hermitean polynomial of

order n.^
The states (5) have the property

<?(*) i C|» 31 ) (6)

Incidentally we might point out that using (5) and the completeness
relation lo •

z a«)" - ('- *•>-»**h -a (
one can obtain the result (II.5.(9)) for the transition amplitude
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To obtain a state for the field theory one would

consider a direct product of states such as (5)» One would first
ii

make use of the generating function for the Hermite polynomials,

06

e*b[xx» - a.*J = ,Vk (6)
m. 1.

to write

x.^ lo} (7)

A straightforward generalisation to the field theory case is

l+, t), N e 5d*-k (8)

where the eigenvalue is given by

(9)<£(*) ~ -Lr. fe q ' C^

(2n) 7 "

Also the annihilation and creation operators are defined through

the expansion of the field operator,

(10)
C2x)\j

We expect in fact
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<£<*>/s (11)

The eigenvalue equation (11) can "be justified directly bgf

noting

F F Ca+ck'^3 (o3 - —F(V&V) 16) (12)
5

with F Ca+} any functional of the creation operators.

We can now see some reason for Pauli*s objection. Whereas one

might regard the operator fd*M.(zu>) *■ to be well
defined, since can be chosen sufficiently well behaved, the

operator Jd*t(ct+CA}? eat0t possesses very little meaning. An
arbitrary cut off in the momentum integrals mi$rfc render the states

(8) more acceptable, but would not do away with the extremely

singular nature of the latter mentioned operator.

The ambiguity in the Green* s functions encountered in Section

(II, 6 ) is only one of the difficulties involved in the use of

field representations on space-like surfaces for finite times. It

is almost ia^>ossible to carry out calculations in field theory if

one does not proceed to the limits —> oo , ^ —> _ oo ,

Matthews and Salam, for example, deduce the propagator for the K~G

field by considering the Feynman principle for an infinite time

interval. Without any discussion of boundary conditions they assert
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OjOO

(o / r [ £ c*,\ l(?) = j If
<5>- «o

Higgs^2"^ has been able to demonstrate that for certain particle

systems the effect of introducing a small imaginary part into the

mass combined with the limiting process •£ —» - oo » tx —> °o

is to frees© any configuration representation amplitude

C^Z)&xl O Into the corresponding

vacuum amplitude ( o / C> f«.K W 0s)

We can illustrate this effect for a free K-G field theory by

means of the explicit representation of the states / ^3
obtained in this appendix* On the surface <?• = ■£ such a state

is given by

I 4> t \ , a e S r «"»>* f<*> ^ i eUu>V<*s)\!x I

Giving the mass ^ a small negative imaginary part is
equivalent to replacing &>* by Co*-it or CO by O - if'
Clearly then in the limit —«> - ao

—* /o>

while in the limit

£ / —> O)
This reproduces the Biggs' result for the K-G"field.
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CHAPTER IXX

I. Introduction

The recent experiments demonstrating the non-conservation of

parity in nuclear 0-decay3, and in the decay of pions into lsptons2
have led to an extensive study of symmetry properties in field

theory. The natural equipment for the investigation of symmetry

is of course the transformation theory of quantum mechanics. A

transformation group, Q , for a physical theory is represented
i

as a unitary group, Up lu Hilhert space. The physical

symmetries the theory possesses under d are then exhibited as

a mathematical invariance under U • A general unitary trans¬

formation in Hilbert space, however, does not necessarily reflect

any symmetry property of the theory. In general one must view a

unitary transformation as nothing more than a change of coordinates

in Hilhert space. Of course it has been possible to devise unitary

transformtions which yield more than coordinate-axes rotations.

For example there are the transformations generated by constants

of the motion.

In the present work we are especially interested in the effect

of a certain set of unitary transformations on the Lagrangians for

weak 0-like interactions. Both Pursey^ and Pauli^" have exhibited

transformations which have a particularly simple effect on the above

Lagrangians. It is our intention to discuss and classify the various

unitary transformations that can be applied to a field theory and to



show what physical information can he drawn from this classification.

Pursey and Pauli have extracted the physical content of their

transformations hy use of an unproved theorem relating physical

measurements to invariants of the theory. A simple proof of this

theorem is given here and some of its applications indicated In the

worh of Pursey.

2* Classification of Unitary Tyapsfoimatior^ P^eld theory.

We will present a scheme which separates the unitary trans¬

formations of a field theory into three groupss strong, inter¬

mediate and wealc. The strength of the unitary transformation

refers to the amount of physical information one can obtain about

the theory by applying the transformation. Our labelling of

unitary transformations is intimately related to the fashion in

-which the Lagrangian <£ is specified. We will write

/: </ ^y-Wjc) (1)

The c -numbers in the Lagrangian are collectively referred to

as c . These include the mass and coupling constants and any

other c -numbers appearing explicitly. It is tacitly assumed

that the space-time point x appears only implicitly in the

field functions , and hence x it not included in

^
.

When one performs a unitary transformation of the theory one



switches one*© attention to the new Lagrangian

£'<*** u~'X c^U* Xc+'o^j^) (2)

where *u"̂ (35

<r this will he true only if we restrict ourselves to trimsfoK-mtione

not explicitly on the space-time point * « such trans¬

formations preserve the physical meaning of the operators . y*/x) »
tov will then satisfy the sane equations of nation and

commutation, relations.

A trensfonaation U i*) defendlug on tie wn^os-tiite r>olnt

is to he distinguished froia one, such as a Lorente transformation,

which causes a: change in the point x *

It is then possible to eatress in terns of the old field

variables V'Cx) $

cC c*') z X Cy-Vx'^c) = L. (yw^c.} v'^

Here we have taken into account the possibility that the unitary-

transformation (3) io equivalent to expressing the new field

variables at the transformed point x' (l»e. ¥'(* ') )} as seas

linear combination of the old field variables at the original

point x (i.e. y*£*))♦ This situation would arise for example
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in the Lorentz transformation.

Those transformations which leave the Lagrangian completely

invariant are referred to as strong# For these transformations

then, we have

oCCy-'OjO - (5)

The intermediate transformations, however, admit of possible

changes in the e -numbers of the theory

i.e. cC = c[ (*/*/*)> *) (6)

where i> is a new set of masses, coupling constants, etc#

Finally the weak transformations are those for which no simple

relation exists between the functional forma of eC and of •

It should be pointed out that in order to prove theorems of

any great strength for the intermediate transformations it will

be necessary to restrict the set considered somewhat. This will

lead to no practical difficulties since the applications we

exhibit possess this restrictive nature.

The conclusions one can draw from the strong unitary trans¬

formations are already well known# A strong transformation is

necessarily generated by a constant of the motion# One can see

this by using, for example, the Schwinger variational principle,^
It will be necessary to assume we are dealing with an infinitesimal

unitary transformation, i.e. that the strong transformation

belongs to a continuous group of transformations.
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The sehwinger principle considers two sets of coordinate

vecstor© /J/O and / f * crx ) on space-like surface© %
and C£ . The change in the transformation function connecting
the two bases, resulting frora infinitesimal changes of the field

variables (and also possibly rigid displacements of the system in
* -opace) between or on the bounding surfaces Is given by

If the physical system is left unaltered by the change© in the

space-time volume between oz and 0-t then the change in the
transformation function is given by

Here F(<r,) end f (<rx) are infinitesimal heraitean operatore
which generate unitary transformations on the bases on oj- and

0^ respectively.
For a strong unitary transformation of the physical system it

1© clear,

sa>,l};o-, ) ■■•' (■ Vi/s/ c*> i g <5 ) (7)

S C!>,/*',>0 = ' fs'^'' s> (8)

= O (9)*

ss If we are considering I.,©rents transformstlotia as is lulled by the
displacement k—then we must limit ourselves to the proper
Lorentz group. Under this group the voluinc element is a proper scalar.
To include reflections we would have to extend our formalism in the
usual fashion.



We then arrive at the result

F ccr) = F (cO (10)t
'

:• x ' : :. ' '■ '• '

implying Fir") is related to a constant of the motion.

Without going into great detail it is possible to cite examples

of the strong transformations. The phase transformation which defines

the total charge of the system is probably the most representative of

the strong transformations. One finds that the generator for the

infinitesimal phase transformation is given by

bCcr) = G> /o-) 8\ ^^5 ,

where is a real infinitesimal c -number,

and - f do-"J trt ■ (12),

The statement of conservation of charge is deduced in the form,

Q)<>> * Qco-i) (13),

which clearly implies

cK) = o (lh),
r

The strong invariance of a Lagrangian under proper Lorentz transformations

leads to conservation of linear and angular momentum.



We have already indicated that some restrictions must "be Imposed

on the class of intermediate transformations if one wants to state

results of any use. Henceforth we will treat only those intermediate

transformations which leave invariant the free field part of the

Lagrangian, Also we will assume that our class of transformations

does not lead to a variation in the space-time point * . We might

then define the restricted intermediate class hy

u-- cCx (V">, c) = 4 <15>

4' » CTYo (•/-/■£ u* J* 06)

i.e. only the C -numbers in the interaction Lagrangian undergo a

ehangej those in the free part, such as the masses remain the same.

The invariance of the free Lagrangian suggests we examine the

transformation in the Interaction Representation (I.R.). We will

attach the suffix 1i* to all I.E. operators. Then we have

x

(J-I ' Xo, C V; ) Us * eTo C+/<* ) ) = Jit C K^
and Ut" ofj: C^.,0)UtT 4- d-t'us , c) :/z C^.,4) U8)

X (-L and (//are not simply related by the transformation from the

Heisenberg Representation to the I.E. It would perhaps have been prefer¬

able to discuss the intermediate transformations in the I.R. right from

the start.

Because U-C commutes with the free Lagrangian it will in general be

possible to choose a complete set of observables commuting with

Ui (the generator of (,iL- may be included in this set) which will
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define a complete representation of interaction states* We will

refer to this representation as the natural 'oasis with respect to

Ui • If we write for a member of this basis | it will
be true that

Ui / to) = *tX > A rc^/)

We are now in a position to state a theorem which contains

within it the physical content of the interned!ate transformations.

The moduli of matrix elements of observables, which are functionals

of the interaction Lagrangian, are necessarily functions only of the

invariants of the transformation C—+b § when evaluated in
the natural representation.

The proof of this theorem is quite straightforward. Consider

for example the Dyson S-matrix defined by
'

•

• ' 7 ' • ■' ■ ' ' • • y ■ •• . . • '• t.!

s x Te-; . S(20)

In the transformed theory

<r t i, -i <■ . T*»" 1 J *** e5 s ^ s ut* / e c (21)

Initial and final states in the transformed theory are related to

those in the old theory by

= u (22) ,



and so we obtain

'U( /v/*.)'= is/*.•) (23)

Choosing the states /k$u) trom Pfl natural basis we obtain,

O,.ISC*, 4) Ik.) -- CktlsLiii (2U5

Finally if we introduce the notation

= | / 5c^%c)lki ) / (25)

there will result

a^c) Z (265

Clearly, then, Ct(£) is a function only of invariant combinations

of the C * s.

We would like to point out, however, that if Ui is a non-

trivial unitary transformation it will not commute with all possible

observables, If in fact observables not oommuting with U are

used to define the initial and final states, then it should in

principle be possible to arrive at measurable quantities which are

functions of non-invariant combinations of the c* s. In the examples
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we will present commutes with so many of the observables

normally used to define physical states that it appears one would
have to be very clever indeed to detect non-invariant combinations

of the o* s*

In practice one generally does not observe the quantities with

which Uj does not commute, and hence one must average over these
quantities, This again should result in the detection only of

invariant combinations of the c* s. There is no real point in

entering into an involved analysis of the general position. It

is much easier and more instructive to consider the application

of intermediate transformations to a specific model.

3. Application of ,tfoe Classjficajipn of Unitary Tr^sfgrmajjignp
to the Weak Interactions,

The strong unitary transformations have, of course, been

studied intensively in the literature. We will then limit our¬

selves to 0-llke interactions which possess unitary transformations

of the intermediate type. The free Lagrangian will be

/„ C* f»0 -- (-$f_ L %•'p'+w,* % 7
'

i }

and the interaction Lagrangian
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c(c Cfe»\)s 2 p C * Cj
<y •'

(2)
+ k. C.

(All operators are henceforth to be thought of as in the I.E.)
The index f runs over the possible Fermi interactions,

scalar, vector etc,

The Lagrangian we have chosen for the 3 decay-like inter-
7

actions is not of the most general kind, Paull' has indicated

that the above choice of Lagrangian presupposes the conservation

of lepton charge. However, it is still possible within this

framework to illustrate all the features of intermediate unitary

transformations.
8 ,

Puraey has pointed out that the Important feature of the

above choice of Lagrangian is the vanishing of the mass of one of

the fermions. Because of this feature it is possible to define a

unitary transformation of the restricted intermediate type in the

fashion

U- Xt U -- "7* y; (3)

U" % U: % , {k)

Under the proposed transformation it is easy to demonstrate the
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jtjg

invariance of of * One has simply to note

UX *r *>M % u z u" V+ ^ ^ D~ tr u
= ^ +e.« %--*/* %Z> o"e '***' V9#

(5)

m It is interesting to note CC is a strong unitary transformation

with respect to the free theory. The free constants of the motion

in this case are the currents

-1^ <J0 a v S?

^ ^5"

k* We are using a metric tensor with the non-vanishing components

J ' J c = f > * J 3 >

and a representation in which the matrices 2£ , » 2^ » ^ ^ ^
are hermitean.

The matrix is also hermitean and is taken to be

3r- 2T, 23 tf.

The change in the interaction Lagrangian is deduced from
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U" Xr CC* * ^ U= %

with C^5 + tj"&0 =■ *-<-t+" C^t"6y)c.LO'*6'5+

It follows that the c*s transform according to

r C 4 «- SU*6< C^'\ e L f*

= G 1>VC<^ C.£ V fcj-oo( c£

Thus the two component quantity

<-, • a,\
transforms like a spinor under the linear transformation

/ ai^cv^ot

^
>• v e1"^ S via.K cvot<. )
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The matrix A is -unitary and the bilinear invariant is easily seen

to be

- Cs* CA i- (11)

Moreover* from the detailed form of A it is clear that the quantity

r4 - (c^ (i2)

transforms as a spinor in the same manner as ^ • Thus we
may form additional bilinear invariants in the fashion

+

ra = ^% + c/ c,' 03)

The question of the independence of the invariants ( II )* (15)
is discussed in an appendix to this chapter. At present we are

interested only in seeing how the coupling constants c enter into

observations. We will assume from now on that we are in fact dis¬

cussing nuclear (3-decay and make the identifications
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where the letters F, N» e, * refer to the proton, neutron,

electron and neutrino respectively.

We must now attempt to define a natural representation for

the unitary transformation U , defined in equations (3) and (h).
It is evident that Gt commutes ?lth all I.R, operators des¬

cribing the proton, neutron and electron. In addition it may be

demonstrated that ^ commutes with the energy-momentum

tensor for the neutrino. These facts as well as the explicit

fora of equations (3), (U) suggest that we need only discuss spin

space. The generators of the transformation in spin space may be

regarded as a and . Selecting a natural representation for
z is of course trivial and so to fix our representation we must

see only that the wave functions used to describe the neutrino are

eigenstates of ^ •

It is interesting that in a two-component neutrino theory,
q

ivhere the right and left-handed neutrinos of Yang and Lee-' are

not mixed by the interaction, the neutrino states are certainly

eigenstates of . One may in fact impose on the theory

one of the conditions

For a two-component theory, however, it is clear that the trans¬

formation CX is a trivial one. The conditions (15) imply

(l + ) "P =. o (15)

(16)
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In such a case Li simply induces phase changes in the wave,

functions referring to the dynamically independent left and

right-handed neutrinos. Incidentally for a two-component theory

Ct will he a strong unitary transformation, It is perhaps

desirable that the two-component theory be realised in nature,

and the above arguments may yield further esthetic resons for

such a theory#

Hot presupposing a two-component theory we may still in

principle detect non-invariant combinations of the coupling con¬

stants. We need only consider the elementary process

M -* P (17)

i.e. the decay of the neutron. ■ >

The lowest order S-matrix element for the above process is easy

to compute and has the form

^Cto^p^ ^Ut,s,Hc+c(18>

We have assumed for simplicity that only scalar coupling is present.

We note in additioni

(i) £ CN^p} is a factor referring to the nucleon variables,

(ii) are wave functions for the electron and

neutrino respectively,

(iii) ke # are the momenta for the electron and neutrino.

(iv) sc , S„ are additional variables included to specify
Ue. t and u.y uniquely.
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It is now clear that if is an eigenfunction of there

will separate off from the modulus of (18) a factor

CCicOifiC')' ccVc'c'^cc^ec'J (19)

which is a function only of invariant combinations of the e*s.

In general, however# we will encounter a factor

(C+.xCte>0 c«

- Ct<+>X*C,C,*4 CC'V^ Cc*> # .

(20)

If Aff tl it will then he possible in principle to use the

decay of the neutron to detect non-invariant combinations of the c* s.

An investigation of the exact details of the experiment used for

this detection could lead us into involved discussion of the kine¬

matics of the neutrino. It is sufficient to note that the use of

such variables as transverse polarisation to fix is complicated

by the vanishing of the neutrino rest-mass. The essential problem is

to be able to fix experimentally the relative phases of the *• /

anl "T$r - - \ component# of a neutrino wave function. It must be
emphasised that any experiment involving the measurement of neutrino

variables will prove to be extremely difficult to perform. Thus for

all intents and purposes physically measurable quantities depend only
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only on the invariant combinations of the c's.
In discussions with this author ursey10 has pointed out that

there are special features of the neutrino case which may exclude

the measurement of non-invariant combinations of the c's, even in

principle. We might point out that Pursey states any true observable

should depend only on combinations of the c-numbero of the theory

invariant under an intermediate unitary transfomation. Pursey

feels that in general one will have to include a discussion of

quantum mechanical measurement theory in order to prove his wider

statement of the central theorem. In a sense one might say he

feels if any intermediate U, exists for a theory then one may

reject as measurable those apparent observables which fail to

commute with U. ,
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APPSNIIX

It is quite clear that the invariants

C* cs' * cj CJM 3 + cs cjh* (A.l)

computed for the five possible couplings, cannot he independent.

A simple count tells us that there are nominally forty real

invariants contained in (A.l), while the number of real coupling

constants is only twenty. Perhaps the easiest fashion in which to

produce an independent set of invariants is to consider the vectors

The invariants are formed by taking inner products between the ten

vectors (A,2). Ho\?ever, only two of these vectors are linearly

independent. Provided we do not have a two-component theory it

will always be possible to take as a linearly independent pair

(A.2)

j

n
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Then we can write for <-= 5"

n= a; r, i-bcr. (A,3)

r,. a, r. i- t>, r,

where the labelling of the vectors P. has been suitably

adjusted#

Prom the equations (A.3) and (A.k) it Is easy to deduce

bi Cr.,!*)

(Ajt)

(A. 5)

(r, , rf s Jj = O/ Cr, ,r.)<-b,cr^p,)

However from the fashion in which f1, 9 /* were defined

o, ,p.) * en ,d) = i (A.7)

(r. ,r.) (A.8)

where both I and J are real#

Provided the determinant
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r, ,*i- (A*f)

does not vanish, it will be possible to solve for the $ bc

In teims of the invariants (X t J j Tt- j Ji ) ♦ jffci
vanishing of all possible determinants (A.9) would lead to a two

component theory if in every ease

I - J" °*).

Clearly any other Mlinonr invariant ( C, , Pj) can he srittea
down when the Cct t bt- ere known.

Thus one has

Cr; , » b*bj~)X* (ct'bj f6* aj} J <A.10)

Moreover it is not necessary to consider invariants forroad using

the vectors /T since

(p ,p ) -- (rtJr,} {A,U5

(r,,p.) --(p,,a ) (a. 12)
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and hence,

ft, = bt (A.iJ)

*>i - Q' (A.1U)

1 •• i ■'L- ,i-' V -• ' * r; ' t ! •. !„ ' "j. V'lY • i '• • ' • '■ i ■ '• : ' ' * ' - ' :

We conclude finally that all bilinear invariants can .he

expressed as suitable combinations of the fundamental invariants

r.-, jv , , x • In all there are eighteen independent
real invariants, i.e. only two less than the total number of real

coupling constants. The two degrees of freedom seem to he an

overall phase,change in all coupling constants and a relative

phase change in say the pair c, $ c/ . If a detection of

non-invariant combinations is to he possible then presumably the

relative phase of C, and C, • must prove to he observable.
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CHAPTER IVt STRUCTURE OP PROPAGATORS IK QUANTUM ELECTRODYNAMICS

MP THE MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE ELECTRON.

A. STRUCTURE OF PROPAGATORS

X. Introduction

Green1 has developed a scheme for the insertion of photon

lines of non-zero energy-momentum k into the one-electron

graphs of Quantum Electro-Dynamics. The scheme is of little use

for explicit calculation if applied directly to a perturbation

result. However, the Lehman expansion for the propagator pro¬

vides an admirable subject to which to apply any photon insertion

technique. One could perhaps in this fashion obtain a Lehman-like

parametrisation of the vertex function and higher order one-

electron many photon propagators. The possibility of such a use

of the Green technique arose in discussions the present author had

with Bra. Burton and de Borde, The latter pair were attempting to

apply Green* s technique to a study of the consistency of Quantum

Electro-Dynamics.

Dr. Polkinghorne and the present author recognised the

approximate nature of Green*s work, buo still hoped to use it to
2

relate the Lehraan propagator to experience. That such a hope was

not justified became evident when matrix elements for physical pro¬

cesses ?/ere computed. The methods of Green yielded propagators

which corresponded to no more than Born approximations. An

explanation for this failure was obtained by appealling to the

gauge invariance of the theory.
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There remained some slight interest in relating the insertion

technique to the problem of the parametrisation of the one-

electron many photon propagators. This approach yielded an

alternative explanation for the Careen approximation.

Finally, there is included in this chapter a description of

a method for calculating the anomalous magnetic moment (a.num.)
3

of the electron. The work was done because Franken and Liebes

had indicated that the Karplus and Kroll result might be in dis¬

agreement with experiment. The method set forth here could provide

an independent check of the Karplus and Kroll a.m.m.^, but only the

Schwinger term is evaluated,

2. Gpeen Vertex ^nsert^pn yechni^

We will begin by describing the vertex insertion technique of

Green, first quoting this statement and then indicating our

sinplification. It is sufficient for our purposes to consider

propagators involving only one electron. Then any graphical

function contributing to such a propagator will be a functional &(f,)
of a single electron momentum j> • According to Green we may
compute the graphical function ^ (j>,k) , obtained from
through insertion of a photon line of momentum £ in all

possible positions in the graph for , by the following

set of ruless



(to)
3 t/>, *•) = y»»,*>*■£%#> ./4F. J"y7»»

0)

(•)

,3 3- ?<W/> 3%)
Green givers a proof of the above statement after including an

additional rule which is supposed to account for the implicit

will not attempt to give Green's proof here, but state only that

it is our contention that his insertion technique is at best an

approximation* one which is valid when applied directly to the

IjpipMaal fossa of 3'Cf>') » but not in general valid when applied
to any numerical form obtained by a reduction of the graphs*

we can get some idea of the nature of the approximation

involved by noting the similarity between the Green procedure and

that used by 7ard in demonstrating hia famous identity# Ward# we

may recall, deduced that a zero energy-momentum photon line can be
.' '' 'ft t, •

inserted into all possible positions in a graph ) op

differentiation with respect to Jy *

i.e. on© would have

appealpane© of several other electron momenta in • <<©

\ ch^ - 1 er ' a** '<byb f*-
(30



•If.*#

Ward* a statement is correct baeaus© of course those terns con¬

tributing to 3L sot talsen into account in (%) correspond,

eisaply to the insertion of scro energy line© into closed electron

loops# such contributions were shown, by Ward, to vanish. To

the present author it appears that in computing ^ by
Green*© method one would also ignore insertions of the photon

line into closed loops# But in the case k.fo these insertions
would not yield vanishing contributions# Hence It is necessary to

regard Green* s procedure as at best approximate,* We will sec that

further difficulties crop up in practical calculations#

x It is only fair to state that the present author has not completely

understood Green*s paper, especially the appendix# It is possible

that in this appen ix Green really does take into account the graphs

wo @ay he ha® Ignored# However, Ms use of the insertion technique

in the body of Ms paper would Bom to Indicate otherwise# la

particular we refer to his use of the identity

^CP - <$r (3)

where />'■= , and is obtained by
applying the set (1)# the identity is said to be a eonsequence of

this set of rules# As an application of (3) Green deduce©

GCf>>) = Lk«rr w
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where C>cp is the one-electron propagator and the
vertex function,

tie may, however, derive the result (h) in an alternative fashion

which indicates that the result is only approximate. Clearly (h) is

valid for the lowest order in perturbation theory, We have in fact

& "y (55

The next order graph contributing to G ** ) is indicated in

Figure 1*

/
L

Figure 1.

The contribution is in fact seen to be

<*» V>»i* /"3-^ (6)

Whence one obtains

" G^aj (/>')= c kpt Ap (j> j/b') (7)
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with indeed

/y>-^ - -5-1 (c±- *» —LJ{8)(^"J k* CV(fi-M,) +~ i *C/~*,-)+„
being the correct second order contribution to • It is

easily shown that higher order contributions to /"* are obtained

by the above subtraction procedure. In fourth order one makes use

of identities such as

'-ft - H

* '-Iftp') (9)

with for example

rVt/j/>)/>") - - ^ XjCio)
' * </-*,) + »* <■ 75

However it is also clear that this subtraction procedure can never

include terns in fV corresponding to insertions into closed
H-

electron loops.
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It is well to include a summing up of Green's rules which is

of use in practice# may he obtained from

by differentiation with respect to f> and replacement of the
electron momentum f> by ' to the right of the position of
differentiation.

3* A^Ucqtiqn J>fjm InBertion^Te^adaae^o the Lehman Prooaflatoy.

The Lehman parametrisation relates the interacting electron

propagator G to the free electron propagator 6a . One has

in fact

tp s £ —. y- j of k? £ Ct0 C (k.)
' "tip** -i*

Qt> jp_ (jc) J ^

where iu is the mass of the real electron and tp* ft) are

free electron propagators corresponding to masses ± h. • The

•X* included in the lower range of integration results from

talcing the photon mass to be small but non-aero. The functions

f? C/c) and pm <*:} describe the coupling of the electron
to the photon field and in quantum electrodynamics are assumed

to be analytic. At this point no distinction is made between the

renormalized and unrenormalized propagators. We will indicate such

a distinction whenever necessary. Otherwise as in (l) above we assume

we are dealing with the renornialized propagator.

Using the insertion technique we should be able to obtain from



(1) an approximation to the vertex function P or

rather to C? CfL if,^f>') C> Cf ) , which ignores insertions
into closed electron loops. W:e obtain in this fashion

Cxp r<r —± ^
C 06-f (-Vp* *< - <<

*

f dK. /"—:—- T5« —L /5L<*/••>*-« -y+K-<t

'

(~&y-/c-Cb
f. <fc)

(2)

The expression (2) certainly leaves out more than just contributions

to nA< C* arising from insertions into closed loops. This

is easily demonstrated by computing what (2), and similar functions

obtained from C CA) by further application of Green* s rules,

contribute to matrix elements for physical processes involving a

single electron.

As a typical process we treat the scattering of an electron in

a weak, external electromagnetic field. If we believe that the

Green approximation simply ignores insertions into closed loops then

we expect (2) to describe the scattering correctly up to fourth order

in e , Graphs corresponding to insertions into closed loops and

involved in the computation of /"V cj> up to this order,
vanish because of Furry's theorem.
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The matrix element describing the scattering of an electron

by a weak external field is proportional to

U C/>) uC/>o ^
where U(f>) and U (/>') are free particle spinors describing the
first and initial electron states. We mast of course at this

point consider (3) to be a renormalised S-matrix element} this

requirement is observed in what follows. We may write (3) in the form

u</0 f G»-'C/6) 4 C/>) ^ j u(/0 (4)

in order to make convenient use of (2), If in fact we insert (2)

into (k) we see that the matrix element in (k) reduces to

uCj;) Ulf) (5)
The reduction is due to the factors UCf>) W' C/») and u(/>>)
appearing to the extreme right and left in C+) * These factors

will cause the matrix element (4) to vanish unless they are

eeBpensated by factors in 6 C> which have poles at

m p' m - . doR5>ensation will result only for the first
term in (2), because as we have pointed out pi
are analytic at yh*~ •
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The argument we have presented is essentially dependent on

the existence of a pole in the renormalized propagator at

1- Ht • The additional renoraalisatlon condition that the

residue of the propagator at this pole "be unity, ensures that (h)
reduces to (5) and not to (5) multiplied by a constant factor# Thus

we have in fact been able to show thnt the contribution of (2) to

the scattering in the external field is nothing more than a Bon

approximation# We might just as well have treated the electron as

a free Dirac particle and ignored any coupling to the photon field.

Arguments similar to the above clearly indicate that in

processes involving one electron and more than one photon (virtual
or otherwise) a use of the insertion technique yields only Born

5
approximations. Klein*' has in fact used such arguments to derive

low energy limits for quantum electrodynamics# We are then left

with the problem of explaining why a technique which certainly

yields an interesting approximation when applied formally to
'

1 i

graphical constructs, should lead to such trivial results when

applied to expressions reduced from the graphical structures.

h. Seasons for Failure of the Insertion Technique.

A simple mathematical reason for the failure of the Green

technique to include more titan the Born approximation is obtained

by applying the technique to a simple graphical construct. For

example let us consider the expression

(j») = Ifp (1)



which could appear in the perturbation evaluation of <j Cp)
We find by using the insertion technique

Had we first simplified ti? Cp) in the fashion

^cp) = t^plti'p ~ -4C tip)5 (3)

and then applied the insertion technique we would have obtained

J/f *(#$)= j-p*- tip -h 4-^'"'tip t 4-tipti/y tip' M

The expressions and are clearly not the

same; we must conclude that the operations of simplifying

and applying the insertion procedure do not commute. The point

is that in obtaining (3) from (1) one has destroyed the ordering

due to the ti -matrices.

We can understand the physical nature of the approximation

implied in (II.3.(2)) by invoking the methods of J. Schwinger^.
The essence of the Schwinger exposition is to introduce fictitious

external sources for the electron and the electro-magnetic fields.

One defines the many particle propagators in terms of functional

(2)
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derivatives, with respect to the external sources, of the one

particle propagators evaluated in the presence of the external

fields.

For our purposes it suffices to consider the definition of

the vertex function. We introduce a term into the interaction

Lagrangian for quantum electrodynamics of the form

Rh c%) <5)
where is an external c-numher current and

is the quantised photon operator, The one-electron propagator

may he difined in coordinate space as

G (*.. *xi l J])(o'°° r ..«) ic. (6)
(°° I O - c "

where / o> oo) , / 0 , - °o ) refer to the vacuum state at the
times t « <» , - oo respectively. The subscripts

indicate the interaction consists of

(a) photon-electron coupling , , • (c)

(h) photon-external field coupling , (j)

If we introduce the vacuum expectation value of the photon

field

<(FV > <°'°° jRy <*)
< 0, °0 jo,. > T.C.

(75
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It will "be possible to define the vertex function as

(X, *.';£) = 6 '(jCj x'j EJJ) (8'Se

Let us now apply the above rather condensed version of the

Schwinger formalism to our previous work on insertions. A siaple

consideration of the requirement of gauge invariance reveals the

physical nature of the approximation implied in the expression

(11.3.(2)) for the vertex function. First, however, let us with

Schwinger introduce a matrix notation in the * and f> space.
We write for the propagator in the presence of the external field

60,x'; EJJ)-- (L J6LJJIX') (9)

or alternatively

LJ])= (plOLJJlp')
(10)

It is also convenient to introduce the notation lC£)

defined by (x/ f(g) / f - X.) <S ($ ~ *') (11)

(12)

with (*/^L$)/XO-KS (€-X)SCS-*')



—lh»

The requirements of gauge invariance then restricts the propagator

C? Cj) to a dependence cm the Teeter

Kp » j*r ~ fJl < C^ ^ <W

or on the field quantities

v = v ^ ^> - ^ < ^ > U5)
If one ignores the dependence on the fields d^y » then it
is possible to indicate the functional dependence of £>(7) on

<(/G > explicitly in the fashion
r

C, (J) - c, C-6 ?r ) (*6)

This is seen to be the entire extent of the Green approximation.

For if one considers the Lehman expansion for the propagator in the

absence of external fields one can deduce, using (16)

Gil}*. —! + fd»t* p,uo G0 +£>_ Ot)Qo(
tTSx+wc-ct ^

it is easy to functionally differentiate (19) with respect to

<\ ftp ftp ^ and then evaluate the />■>/>' matrix elment of
the resulting expression. The result is simply to reproduce equation

(IV,3.(2)) for G Pr Cf
It is not surprising* then, that the matrix elessent (tv. 3)£))

computed using (IV.3*(2)) should fail to take into account the

interaction between the external field and the a,m,m, of the electron.
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Por the approximation (16) does not allow for any interaction with
j. e*t/*•»> •

Aside from a c-number of no consequence the two couplings to

an external field

ll^1

and

^^V'
where JMjt u)

r
is the current for the quantised electron field and

fi e" u\
r

t j" Clc\ are related by/*
* - a * a

are equivalent.

In fact Klein^ has demonstrated that to first order in the

momentum transferred to the external field the Green*s function

responsible for the scattering is

6 C C 77L +vte + ^uv & - c6 ^^
»

where is the electron a.ra.m. and cr*, w ► L (-gyg -#75^
It is interesting to note that in the limit when the momentum

transferred to the external field vanishes the contribution from

the external fields must also vanish. This observation

together with the functional form (l?) yield an alternative

derivation of Ward*s identity.
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5. Parametrisation of the Propagators.

A great deal of attention has heen focussed recently on the

possibility of obtaining for the many particle propagators, expressions

similar to the Lehman and. Kalian expansions for the single particle

propagators. It is hoped a parametrisation of the many body

propagators could be obtained involving functions similar to the

P's in IV.(3-1). One possible point of view which could be put

forth for the one-electron many-photon propagators in electro¬

dynamics stems from the following interpretation of the expansion

IV(3»1). In the derivation of the expansion one finds that the

p.5 are related to raatrix elements for one particle states (i.e.
states with unit charge e). It is possible to assign to each such

state an effective mass K which is the energy of the state in

its 'rest* frame. Thus if in an arbitrary frame the ^-momentum of

the state is f> , the effective mass is defined through the
familiar relation

(1)

We see than that in the expansion IV(3.1) for the one particle

propagator, each of the one particle states contributes independently

of the others. The contributions are weighted by the p functions.
The appearance of both signs of the mass in IV(3.1) is an expression

of the ambiguity in the parity for the one particle states, (The
state referring to the real electron mass >h must have a definite
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parity from our present outlook. The assignment of positive parity

to this state is conventional).

The approximation of neglecting the functional dependence of

G£jJ on in (16), then corresponds to assuming the one

particle states of mass K act independently of each other in

their interaction with the external field. This assumption would

yield the approximate pararaetrisation of contained

in IV(3.*).

A more realistic parametrisation of G> p 4 would seem to

"be one in which allowance is made for the mutual interactions between

the one particle states. One might consider for example

Ccp/lri■ '.-' ' CHJa+tK £ /°
<*>

ht * M* *

■h (*„(/>>-*,) (2)a

Such was the conjecture of ITarabu (/fty) and (/<??() f However, more
Cf

recent work by Namtou (/?*/ ) seems to indicate that the ranges of

integration in (2) for the parameters K,3 , kj are more likely to

extend from -<*0 to *© , This would seem to invalidate any in¬

terpretation in terms of intermediate states of given effective mass.

« The other terns that might have appeared in (2) would not seem to

contribute for reasons of parity conservation.
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B. METHOD FOR CALCUBATTNG- THE ANOMALOUS MAGNETIC MOMENT OF THE

ELECTRON

1. Introduction

Quite recently Franken and Liebes^10^ measured the magnetic

moment (m.rn.) of the electron and found that their result disagreed

significantly with the theoretical estimate of Karplus and Kroll^H
The values Franken and Liebes obtain for the magnetic moment is

given in units of the Bohr magneton by

f2t = ].c> o * / 6 ts" + ,o o oo t /

- / +■ (X. -t- Co.-fjf 2. o)
2/c 7T*

where <v is the fine structure constant. Xarplus and Kroll arrived

at the value

- /.OO / I 'Vf */

/ + . 2t ^73 eg *
712-

Since the error quoted by Frahken and Liebes was purported to

be a maximum estimate it seemed desirable to try to confirm the

intricate calculation of Karplus and Kroll in some independent

fashion. Initially It had been thought that the insertion technique,

or some extension of it, might yield an independent means of

calculating the anomalous magnetic moment (a.m.m.) of the electron.

However, it soon became clear that such a hope was unjustified.
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Nevertheless, the problem was not abandoned and there resulted the

following method for calculating the a.m.ra.

Because of the involved nature of the calculation the method

was carried only far enough to reproduce the Schwinger tem.

2. Method of Calculation*

(12)
It is well knownv ' that the magnetic moment of the electron

can be deduced by inspection of the vertex function rr
for small values of the momentum difference (j»'-y) . In fact
the magnetic moment terra is obtained as the term of type

and using Ward's identity to siroplify the calculation of these

terms.

Since we are interested only in the anomalous magnetic

moment (a.m.m.) of the electron, we may confine ourselves to the

jue &Cf>) Cy-J*}* ocCy)

whenwhenis evaluated between free spinors U(j»J and

UCy) • The method proposed then consists in isolating the
required terms by performing a Taylor expansion of rt-

quantity where

/
p tyy) - ly t (yJ*')

Ward' a identity takes on the form

- i Cfo}
B/> f*

(1)



where 2.* fy>) Is the proper
electron, The Taylor expansion
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self energy part for the

of ^®n ®®*tt *>®

-V V'/'J ■ - % > - $» ■■-/> ^ f> -W>^ ':
A slight extension of the techniques Involved in deducing Ward* 0

identity allows us to interpret the coefficient of (J* '-/>) ** in
(2) as a sua of uncrossed Fwyiman diagrams contributing to the

Comp ton scattering of zero energy photons. The operation of

differentiating Ap. {■/<>>[') with respect to j>,x> and then
sotting f> '= /> correspond© to Inserting aero energy photon##
in a definitely ordered fashion, into the open line of all diagrams

Aa C/9,f)
We may then write

Arch.f,-)-. - z*<^ * <y-p »M,.»
(3)

rf v C/>) is defined as the contribution of uncrossed diagram# to
ssero-energy photon Qotapton scattering. It la given in lowest order

by Fig, 1,

/"
'
t
/

"r 1> \ ►
/ » o\
» »
' ».

Pic,, a.
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3. First Order Calculation.

In the remain!ng part of this paper we will compute the a.m.m.

to first order in the fine structure constant. We note that both

terns in (3) will contribute to the a.m.m. However we make use of

the well known result for 2^ Cp ^ to deduce the contribution
of the first term.

In fact

^(g) " C i »

W

. f 2 f'ax *(>-*■> (V"'"10 {
2n

O o w'** + (p+tM») X C«-** 2 ■/

—

From the fashion in which we have written -^-(x) it is clear
that on differentiation the term we are interested in reduces to

of

J2W Wt

/» I
_

\ ** XC cj,sCf>'-c|»«)
a X* '

(5)

All the other non-zero terms in - «•" u (j) J £>,) ufh<) are
zy, /*■ r '

proportional to higher powers of the momentum ^ and hence do
not contribute to the a.m.m.

In addition we have from Figure i^l4;



cp-)
(

s . i .L£* ( : ^ **
(2jl)t J £ * *'7^.£ ) *M< < %ft-&)*•»*

The remaining part of the calculation is greatly simplified if we

note that 7$^ , 76# appearing in (6) can he considered to

anti-coramute with all terras present in (6), The terms

ignored in this fashion, if retained, would introduce higher powers

of [*** , f>* or else terras proportional to £ ^ . ITone
of these would therefore contribute to the a.ra.ra.

If we also shift the origin of integration in (6), we find

M reduces to

M^st'-ce2 f d"k. ' _ Czi"-g^)y (7)

KJ 0> ( 1"5^
Thus the contribution of ~/*v to the a.m.m. isv Ji

, /
— Of

j ay x(,-x^ U(f>} v uCf>>J (8)

Combining (5) and (8) the infrared divergences cancel and we obtain

finally for the a.m#m.

fit* ucp Cf>*0-^ y UC/o')t X UC/»)(p'-^*0^„ U(f)



That is the a.m.m. up to first order in the fine structure constant

is ya-. « Bohr magnetons. This is the well known Schwinger
21C

term.

h. Discussion.

Although the method employed ahove yields the lowest order

a.m.m. with very little effort, it is questionable whether in the

next order of perturbation theory it is any improvement on a

direct renorealization calculation of /y, <£,>>) • Firstly,
the «** .f graphs to be evaXaatea for ^ is greater
than the corresponding number for /y, * Secondly, the
renormalization of is considerably more difficult in

fourth order than in second order perturbation theory. However,

some simplifications may be introduced by referring to a result due

to Petermann^ . He is able to demonstrate that if one can represent

0 in the fashion
rv

then the a.m.m. is given simply by the coefficient p. This result is

understood if one notes that

Ir*



2k<

Thus one could avoid the renozmalization of in fourth

order, and in fact the entire calculation is then free of ultra¬

violet divergences. From Petermann1 s point of view the simplest
A* \

fashion in which to proceed would toe to compute 5 from

toy methods similar to those we have used in extracting the a.ra.m.

M (*>
contribution of /yt v j and also to evaluate the trace of

thus obtaining (3 + & «
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